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Brazil started protecting its nuclear materials soon after the end of the World War II, when
the Combined Development Trust intended to control the world supply of uranium and
thorium. This happened in 1944, but on December 27, 1946, an amendment to the report
of Committee II of the United Nations established that the international ownership of the
unexplored uranium and thorium would not be mandatory. Brazil nationalized its thorium
and uranium reserves in 1951. The Brazil-Germany agreement signed in 1975 enhanced
the need for Brazilian nuclear safeguards and security. The physical protection (PP) and
control of nuclear materials (CNM) became activities under the supervision of the
Brazilian Military Forces. The System for Protection of the Brazilian Nuclear Program
(SIPRON), established on 7 October 1980, took over the responsibilities for PP and other
aspects of the Brazilian nuclear program. The central organ of SIPRON was the Brazilian
National Security Council (CSN). The Brazilian Nuclear Energy Commission (CNEN) was
in charge of coordinating, among others, the PP sector. Earlier that year - on 3 March
1980 - the Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material (CPPNM) was
signed simultaneously in New York and Vienna. The Brazilian Congress approved the
CPPNM on 27 November 1984, and the Brazilian government deposited the ratification
letter on 17 October 1985. On 16 April 1991 the Brazilian government issued a decree to
enforce the CPPNM in the Brazilian territory. CNEN published the regulatory documents
NE - 2.01 on 19 April 1996, and NN - 2.02 on 21 September 1999 for PP, and CNM,
respectively. CNEN has the ultimate responsibility to enforce these regulations. The
operational aspects of PP and CNM in Brazil are still improving. Potential nuclear
terrorism for example needs to be examined. Activities concerning training personnel
and implementing PP and CNM will be described in the paper.
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